Math Activities
Count your snacks
- Can you give me 15 goldfish?
- How many gummies do you have?
- If you have 10 candies, how many more do you need to have 15 candies?
- If you have 20 crackers and I take away 7 crackers, how many crackers do you have?
Counting steps outside or inside
- How many steps does it take you to walk from your room to the front door?
- Who took more/less steps?
- How many more steps did you take than me? (20 steps-13 steps= 7 more steps)
- Who can get to ______ in less/more steps?
Spatial relationship game (you just need one toy/object you can put in various places)
- Hide the toy/object somewhere and use positional words to describe where it is and have your
child find it.
- Use words such as: on top, above, below, under, next to, in between, in front, behind
- Then switch and let your child hide the toy/object and use similar words to describe it

Gross Motor Activities
Sock throwing game (this is fun to play with two or more people)
- Roll 2 socks into a ball (make as many pairs as you want, the more socks, the more fun!)
- Throw the paired socks around in an open space (e.g. living room, front yard, etc.)
- Have a laundry basket (or something you can throw the socks into)
- Start a timer, see how long it takes to throw all the socks into the basket
- When you’re done, start again. Can you beat your time?
Paper ball games (throwing & kicking games)
- Crumple up paper into a ball (make as many balls of paper as you want)
- Grab a basket or bucket
- Throw the paper ball into the basket (more fun if someone is holding the basket trying to catch
the paper ball). How many paper balls can you get in the basket?
- Another game, kick the paper ball into a goal (use a basket or mark a goal space). Who can
get the most balls into the goal?
- COMPETITION: Two or more people needed to play. Set a timer. Who can throw the most
balls into the basket? Who can kick the most balls into the goal?

